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Enerkem biorefineries:
setting a new global standard in biofuels, 
chemicals and waste management
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• Biofuels and sustainable chemicals from non-recyclable household garbage

• Proprietary clean technology developed in-house

• Private company founded in 2000; 

• 200 employees

• $400M invested to date to move from R&D to commercial stage

• First full-scale commercial bio-refinery in Edmonton

• Pilot and demonstration facilities in Québec 

• Developing similar facilities in North America and Europe

Enerkem at a glance
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Bringing the model to reality

Rigorous path to commercialization
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Modular manufacturing approach 
enables global expansion

43 pre-fabricated modules in a standard 
Enerkem methanol facility:
§ 15 core IP modules
§ 28 structural modules



World’s first commercial 
MSW-to-biofuels and 
renewable chemicals facility 

ENERKEM ALBERTA BIOFUELS

Capacity: 38 million litres per year
(i.e. 1 X standard Enerkem system)

Feedstock: 25-year agreement with City of Edmonton
for 100,000 dry tonnes of MSW per year

Products: Biomethanol, cellulosic ethanol
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Key driver - landfill diversion

Recycled Ü 20%

Composted Ü 40%

Biofuels Ü 30%

Landfill Ü 10%

Þ
Waste diversion = 90%
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Delivers on key EU & government policy ambitions

Other key drivers (NL example)

Circular Economy

Energy & climate

Chemical cluster

• LAP3

• VANG

• Grondstoffenakkoord

• Circular economy package

• Afvalfonds Verpakkingen

• Energieakkoord /-agenda

• Urgenda

• Renewable Energy Directive and 

Fuel Quality Directive

• Cluster development

• Green Port initiative 

• Mainports voorbij

• Increased recycling rates (chemical recycling 

complementing mechanical)

• Less (imported) fossil raw materials

• Recycling of plastic packaging waste

• CO2 reduction

• Renewable energy and fuels

• No competition with food chain or land use

• Platform for bio-economy

• Sustainable/renewable raw materials

• Employment creation

Focus area Policy Objectives W2C

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Local policy

National & European policy

National & European policy
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Draft proposals under Dutch waste policy (LAP3)

Key driver – resource efficiency

• ‘Chemical’ recycling process - facilitates achieving circular economy targets

• Recycles carbon in residual fraction after conventional techniques exhausted
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Marked reduction in carbon vs. fossil MeOH production

Key driver - carbon reduction

… which, compared to natural gas-based methanol, 
could possibly save ≥1.5 tonne CO2 / ton product

1

Comments
§ Natural gas-based footprint based on industry average
§ Source of utilities (e.g. renewable or fossil power for plant and air separation, heating, others) has 

large impact on waste-derived methanol footprint
§ End of life carbon typically allocated to original product lifecycle, not to waste-derived product(s)

- Avoided GHG emissions from landfilling waste (CH4) could be deducted
- Fossil carbon content in waste (~50%) could for 50% be allocated to end of life waste-derived 

product(s), adding 0.3 t/t

Source: AkzoNobel analysis
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Next facility: VANERCO

First advanced biofuels facility in Canada to be co-located 
with a conventional biofuels production facility 

Capacity: ~45,000 tpa methanol
(1 standard Enerkem system à possibility to add more systems)

Feedstock: Non-recyclable/non-compostable urban waste 
(industrial, commercial, institutional, construction, etc.)
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Waste-to-Chemicals partnership in Europe

First EU project: Port of Rotterdam
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Key challenges and next steps
Challenges

• Continued uncertainty around EU biofuels policy
• Absence of support for sustainable chemicals – uneven playing field
• Project delivery (EU) 

Next steps

• Establish operational track record with Edmonton plant
• Start construction of 2nd facility in Quebec
• Secure permit and investment for Rotterdam facility
• Identify and develop project pipeline in key markets:

• North American, Europe and China
• Target strategic partnerships that can accelerate roll-out



Thank you

For more information:

www.enerkem.com

Alex Miles
Director, Commercial Development (Europe)

amiles@enerkem.com
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Large market potential

Source: World Bank, 2012


